
HUMOROUS PERSONAL ESSAYS

What's the point of struggle, strife and dysfunction if you can't transform them into memoir? I wrote about family, illness,
mature love, immature love, intercultural.

Stick this in your Instapaper account or on your list of longform reads; bookmark it or print it out. What
exactly are short memoirs? Honestly, the most important change since I stopped writing personal essays about
quitting things is that I have more time to spend with my kids. Hopefully, a tiny bit of awareness was raised,
and a tiny bit of stigma was reduced. Now I have much more time to do basic parenting stuff like going to
piano recitals. It takes all types! And those tastes speak volumes. When I was constantly churning out
unnecessary first-person longreads about quitting things, I was missing out on watching my kids grow up. I
define them as essay-length works that weave together life experiences around a central theme. For bonus
laughs, try reading any of these pieces aloud. Apparently, flags are a thing I enjoy. You have likely read my
widely shared piece about quitting sitting. Read this. Dripping with Mainstreet, blue-collar, Carhartt-clad
pathos and a delightful streak of absurdism, this piece was one of the most popular to be featured in The
Humor Section and certainly one of my favorites. Here are a few of my favorite memoir examples that are
essay length. A generous and lovely book. She admits that teaching felt antithetical to her sense of self when
she started out in a classroom of apathetic college freshmen. Others are stand-alone pieces published in essay
collections. At times her writing is all too relatable and elicits the type of embittered laugh that comes with a
deep recognition of how messed up misogyny is. This simple, but well-executed piece almost makes the idea
of the forthcoming Monopoly movie ughâ€¦ seem palatable. The comic strip linked above â€” Esther C. Keep
an eye on your inbox. It was not until I took a college class on creative nonfiction that I realized memoirs were
not just autobiographies of people with exciting lives. This is also the laughter of kinship, the screech of "that
happened to me too! They are not very long, but that very brevity is key to their success. Nine Tips for
Befriending a Brit The Frisky, 30 June Some tips I gleaned from my attempt to navigate the social, romantic
and professional codes of the Brits â€” a true Victorian minefield. This is one of the many questions I
investigated in my thirteen-thousand-word piece. But this piece is much more than that. In it, he manages to
capture the linguistic hilarities that ensue when you combine a sarcastic, middle-aged French student with a
snarky French teacher. Social anxiety and depression have the unpublicized side effects of making those
stricken very resourceful avoiders! Anyone with any amount of life experience can write a memoirâ€”no
dramatic childhood or odd-defying life accomplishments required. The analogy of the dead fish is
unforgettably insightful. The first time I read this, I cackled aloud in a library and was probably mistaken for
one of the local vagrants. I feel indicted by you, The Onion. The story is full of vivid descriptions and
anecdotal details that capture something so specific it transcends to the realm of universal. Still, I wonder if
those two kept in touch!


